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Abstract

Many distributed services need to be scalable: internet search, electronic commerce, e-government...
In order to achieve scalability and fault tolerance, such applications rely on replicated components. Be-
cause of the dynamics of growth and volatility of customer markets, applications need to be hosted by
elastic systems. In particular, the scalability of the reliable multicast mechanisms used for supporting
the consistency of replicas is of crucial importance. Reliable multicast may propagate updates in a pre-
defined order (e.g., FIFO, total or causal). Since total order needs more communication rounds than
causal order, the latter appears to be the preferable candidate for achieving multicast scalability, although
the consistency guarantees based on causal order are weaker than those of total order. This paper provides
a historical survey of different scalability approaches for reliable causal multicast protocols.

1 Introduction
A growing number of dependable applications ensure their high availability and reliability by replicating
their components. Typical examples are web search, e-business, grid computing and cloud computing.
The replicas of such applications have to maintain some degree of consistency [42]; i.e., bounding the
divergences allowed among the states of such replicas. So, when an update operation is initiated in one
replica, the same operation (or its results) should be propagated to all other replicas and applied there. The
degree of replica consistency depends on the particular application, on how the replicas are organised, and
on the order of update propagation.

These dependable distributed applications should deal with a large number of users. Therefore, they
need to be able to scale horizontally. Horizontal scalability implies that, whenever the number of nodes in
a system increases, it is able to serve more users with the same QoS characteristics (e.g., average response
time). In many applications, most operations are read-only and each client may be served by a different
server process. Thus, an increase in the number of servers directly increases the service capacity. On the
other hand, client operations that modify the server state should be propagated to all replicas. In many
cases, the communication needed by updating operations is the bottleneck that prevents systems from
scaling out.

Thus, a scalable multicast protocol for propagating updates to all servers is needed. FIFO total-order
multicast provides the basis for supporting sequential consistency [23]. However, total-order multicast
demands consensus at some point [16]. Thus, total order entails additional communication rounds and
this compromises scalability. On the other hand, when updates are propagated among replicas using a
reliable causal multicast, causal consistency is maintained. These multicast protocols only need a single
communication step in the regular case. So, causal multicast provides an advantageous basis for scalable
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communication. However, this single communication round uses messages that should carry some kind
of causal history and the amount of such information depends on the system size. As a result, in order
to multicast messages to as many servers as possible, some mechanisms should be devised to reduce the
overall size of that causal history.

Scalable services are regularly deployed in multiple data centres and network partitions may arise.
According to the CAP theorem [24], only two of the following three characteristics can be maintained si-
multaneously in a distributed system: Consistency, Availability and Partition-tolerance. So, in a distributed
system where partitions may happen and where service availability is also a must, consistency needs to be
sacrificed. Because of this, those systems usually adopt eventual consistency [20] and that condition can
be easily met using causal consistency as its base [47].

Some examples of these scalable services, demanding causal multicasts, are:

1. Services with commutable updates (e.g., e-commerce services). Most client actions in e-commerce
services consist in viewing the available products and updating the client’s cart. Cart updates can be
implemented as add or subtract operations on the set of elements in the cart and on the current ware-
house stock levels. Concurrent operations started by different customers may be executed following
different orders in different replicas. If those operations are commutable [48, 25] then there will be
no danger in using causal communication: causally related operations follow the same order in all
replicas and concurrent operations will generate the same server state once all they are applied.

Commutable updates may be combined with lazy propagation [33]. Lazy update propagation and
causal communication do not introduce any noticeable delays for managing updates. As a result,
servers may reply earlier to client requests.

All these mechanisms (causal communication, commutable operations, lazy propagation...) provide
the basis for implementing eventual consistency [57] that is the common approach now in scalable
distributed services.

2. Mobile services. Multiple applications that are deployed in mobile networks (as event notification
services [37], virtual environments [65], information diffusion in VANETs [36, 62],...) do not require
strong consistency. Thus, reliable causal multicast protocols for mobile systems have been proposed
in many papers [7, 51, 50, 64]. Those protocols also involve some of the mechanisms described in
this paper, since most mobile computers are battery-backed and they need to minimise message size
in order to extend battery life.

A distributed system with mobile nodes is prone to network partitions. If the services deployed in
such system should be continuously available, different subsystems may have a divergent state when
the partition is healed. The usage of a causal history (in any of its forms: precedent messages, vector
clocks...) in the reliable causal multicasts combined with version vectors in the replicated compo-
nents allows an easy identification of the state divergences [46] that should be fixed, simplifying the
reconciliation algorithms demanded in those cases.

3. Cloud management. In recent cloud computing systems, some kind of tool is needed to administer
their virtual infrastructure [59]; i.e., to manage the large amount of physical nodes that compose
a data centre and the virtual machines that could be deployed in each of those nodes. Reliable
causal multicasts provide a low-level mechanism for dealing with the communication needs of such
management tools.

To the best of our knowledge, there are several textbooks (e.g., [14, 32]) that analyse and compare some
reliable causal multicast algorithms, but there is yet no published survey or tutorial about the mechanisms
used in the numerous reliable causal multicast protocols existing today. This paper attempts to fill this void,
by identifying approaches that are better suited for attaining scalability. To this end, Section 2 specifies what
is understood as reliable causal multicast. Section 3 summarises the main characteristics of the proposed
approaches and gives a historical review of these mechanisms. Finally, Section 4 sums up comparing the
surveyed causal multicast mechanisms and Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1: Communication events.

2 Reliable Causal Multicast

2.1 System Model
We assume an asynchronous distributed system that uses message passing as its interprocess communica-
tion mechanism. There exists a distributed application that needs causal propagation of messages to all the
nodes where its processes are executed. The system being considered is that composed by all those nodes
where the application components have been deployed.

Many surveyed papers state that they assume “reliable communication”. However, often this only
means that channels do not duplicate messages nor create spurious ones and that message delivery is
guaranteed as long as sender and receiver do not fail; i.e., communication channels are quasi-reliable
[2]. As a result, this implies that reliable message delivery is a responsibility of the multicast protocol.

A process is considered correct when it does not fail (in the scope of the communication steps being
considered), and it is faulty otherwise.

Some of the surveyed multicast protocols manage uniform message delivery. Uniform delivery [26]
means that if any correct or faulty process has delivered a message m, then all correct processes will be
able to deliver m.

2.2 Communication Interface
The protocols presented in subsequent sections may be implemented inside a group communication system
(GCS) [17]. Given a GCS, three different events can be distinguished with regard to message transmission,
as shown in Fig. 1:

1. multicast(m). The message m is multicast by its sender process (sender(m)).

2. receive(m). The message m is received by a GCS module in each node where some process belonging
to the group exists. It is temporarily buffered in the GCS module until causal order can be ensured.

3. deliver(m). The message m is received by some target process from its underlying GCS module.
The delivery of m complies with causal order. Note that the state reached after a previous receive(m)
event does not necessarily guarantee that messages are already causally ordered. Further note that
this third event may sometimes also be unambiguously called “message reception”, if it is understood
that the receiver is the target process, not its underlying GCS.

2.3 Specification
A process join or failure implies a view change event (i.e., a view encompasses the set of processes that
constitute the group/system, and such a set is changed each time a process either joins or leaves the group)
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in a GCS.
Since not all existing protocols are view-oriented, a general specification of reliable causal multicast is

needed. To this end, that presented in [26] is taken here.
With this, reliable multicast is specified using these three properties:

P1 (Validity). If a correct process p multicasts a message m, it eventually delivers m.

P2 (Agreement). If a correct process p delivers a message m then all correct processes eventually deliver
m.

P3 (Integrity). For any message m, every correct process delivers m at most once, and only if m was
previously multicast by sender(m).

So, when no failures arise, a reliable multicast needs to be delivered by all processes that are alive. On
the other hand, if its sender fails while a message m is being multicast, two outcomes may arise (considering
P2): either all processes deliver m or none of them do so. Thus, if some of the target processes have
delivered m, they should be able to maintain and forward m to the remaining target processes in case of
failure of sender(m), using a specialised algorithm to this end (e.g., the flush algorithm described in [13]).

We are interested in causal delivery, inspired by the happens before relation defined by Lamport [34].
Such relation can be summarised as follows.

Let us assume a distributed system consisting of a set S of processes whose execution could be rep-
resented by a sequence of events in each process. The happens before relation (quoting [34]) denoted by
“→” has this definition:

The relation “→” on the set of events of a system is the smallest relation satisfying the follow-
ing three conditions:

1. If a,b are events in the same process, and a comes before b, then a→ b.

2. If a is the sending of a message by one process and b is the receipt of the same message
by another process, then a→ b.

3. If a→ b and b→ c then a→ c.

Two distinct events a and b are said to be concurrent (a ‖ b) if a 6→ b and b 6→ a .

Note that 6→ is the negation of→. Clearly, this definition entails that→ is anti-reflexive, anti-symmetric,
anti-cyclic and transitive.

So, a reliable causal multicast protocol should comply with all properties as defined above for reliable
multicasts, plus the next one:

P4 (Causal order). If the multicast of a message m causally precedes (i.e., “happens before”) the multi-
cast of a message m′, then if some correct process p delivers both messages then no correct process
delivers m′ unless it has previously delivered m.

2.4 Example
In order to illustrate what causal multicast is, imagine a simple execution that uses causal multicasts. Let
us assume a system S1 = {p1, p2, p3, p4}. These processes multicast four different messages m1, m2, m3
and m4 as shown in Fig. 2. We compactly denote Prop. P4 by m→ m′.

Note that m1 → m2, since m2 was sent by p3 once it had delivered m1. This introduces a problem in
p4, since it receives such messages in the opposite order, and this forces p4 to buffer m2 in its receiving
queue until m1 is delivered. This has been shown drawing m2’s reception in p4 as a circle, and needing an
additional arrow to represent its delivery (at the appropriate time). Also, m2→m3, since m3 was sent by p2
once it had delivered m2. Again, this demands that p1 stops m3 delivery until m2 is received and delivered.
Finally, note that m3 6→m4, since p1’s GCS had received m3 before sending m4, but it did not deliver m3 to
p1 because m2 was still in transit. Since both m1 and m4 have been multicast by p1 in that order, they also
follow that m1→ m4. Additionally, the following relations are also true: m2 ‖ m4 (since m2 is sent by p3
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P1

P2

P3

P4

m1

m2

m3

m4

Figure 2: Execution Ex1 with causal multicasts.

and m4 by p1 and m2 is delivered in p1 once m4 was already multicast; i.e., there is no communication —or
multicast-deliver— path relating both sending events), m3 ‖m4 (because of the same reason), and m1→m3
(since p2 delivered m1 before multicasting m3, and also due to transitivity: m1→ m2 and m2→ m3).

3 Reliable Causal Multicast Scaling Mechanisms
A brief technical description of each generation of multicast scalability solutions is going to be given now,
highlighting the advantages and drawbacks of each of them.

Scalability can be improved if the messages maintain a moderate size and the number of messages
needed by the multicast protocol is minimised. The following sections describe how these two problems
have been managed in different protocol classes. Section 3.1 is devoted to describe the first generation of
causal multicast protocols, where scalability was not yet considered.

3.1 First Generation
Logical clocks [34] were devised for registering causal dependencies among the events of distributed ex-
ecutions. Thus, they record the causal dependencies between sending and reception events. The first
generation of reliable causal multicast protocols followed a similar idea. However, those protocols pre-
ferred to (re-)transmit the causally precedent messages instead of adding any kind of logical clock value
to the new messages being multicast. Thus, the senders simply added some previously received messages
as a causal history in each new multicast; i.e., instead of tagging that new message with its intended clock
value, the messages that have caused any increase in that value are also sent (as an ordered sequence) in
that multicast. If any of the receivers has not yet delivered any of the messages in that sequence, it proceeds
to their delivery in the appropriate order. This also guarantees causally ordered delivery.

CBCAST [12] was one of the first proposed protocols of this kind. However, Hadzilacos and Toueg
[26] describe a similar one, more compact, and without implementation details. We present it into Fig. 3.
It uses a modular design and requires an underlying uniform reliable FIFO multicast as its basic building
block.

Note that in this algorithm any sender process p includes as causal history all messages that have been
received by p since it sent its previous multicast. Since the underlying multicast service is uniform, reliable
and FIFO, this guarantees that no message could be ever lost and that all causally precedent messages will
be received by all target receivers. When a receiving process gets that message sequence, it only needs to
check whether it had previously delivered any of its messages. If so, those messages are ignored; otherwise,
they are delivered following the appropriate order.

In order to illustrate how this protocol works, Fig. 4 shows the same example depicted in Fig. 2 as it is
managed by this protocol. Let us discuss its main steps in the sequel:

1. When p1 multicasts m1 no previous message was received yet. So, the sequence of this multicast
only consists of 〈m1〉.
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Initialisation:
previousDelivered := ⊥

CausalMulticast(m):
FIFOMulticast(previousDelivered · m)
previousDelivered := ⊥

CausalDeliver(m):
upon FIFODeliver(〈 m1, m2, ..., mk 〉) for some k do
for i := 1 to k do

if p has not yet executed CausalDeliver(mi)
then

CausalDeliver(mi)
previousDelivered := previousDelivered · mi

fi
done

done

Figure 3: Non-blocking causal multicast algorithm.

P1

P2

P3

P4

m1

m2

m3

m4

Figure 4: Execution Ex2 of the non-blocking protocol.

2. When p3 multicasts m2 it should send the sequence 〈m1,m2〉, since m1 was already delivered in p3.

This explains why p4 delivers both m1 and m2 at the same time (and in the correct order), since the
original m1 multicast by p1 had not yet been received there when the sequence 〈m1,m2〉multicast by
p3 was received.

3. When p2 multicasts m3 it had already received m1 and m2, so the sequence being multicast is
〈m1,m2,m3〉 at that time.

This explains that m2 and m3 are delivered at the same time in p1.

4. Finally, when p1 multicasts m4 it multicasts the sequence 〈m2,m3,m4〉. This ensures that p4 is able
to deliver m3 before m4 when it receives such sequence.

Note that the resulting execution Ex2 is quite different to the execution Ex1 shown in Fig. 2. Ex1
verifies that m2 ‖ m4 and m3 ‖ m4, but Ex2 does not maintain the same relations. Because of the inclusion
of potentially causally related messages, Ex2 verifies that m1 → m2 → m3 → m4; i.e., it has managed as
“causally related” some messages that were actually concurrent.

Advantages. Since all messages included in the transmitted packets are appropriately ordered, causal
order is trivially ensured in these protocols. Additionally, such causal delivery never demands that messages
were blocked at their delivery step, since when a message is received and is ready to be delivered, all
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its causally precedent messages have also been received and delivered. Note that none of the protocols
explained in the following sections are able to maintain this non-blocking behaviour.

Drawbacks. Although the inclusion of precedent messages is able to ensure the protocol correctness
and its non-blocking behaviour, there is a price to pay: the size of the transmitted packets could be very
large when both the message sending rate and the group size are increased. This seriously compromises
scalability and explains why this approach was abandoned when vector clocks were introduced in order to
track message causality.

On the other hand, in systems with a few nodes and in intervals where only a single process is mul-
ticasting messages, no precedent message needs to be included in a multicast. As a result, the message
propagation pattern being followed by every application should be adequately analysed or monitored be-
fore discarding this initial protocol. Despite this, most scalable applications require that every replica
accepts user requests. As a result, a load-balanced application deployment would require that every replica
initiates a similar amount of multicasts. In this scenario, this protocol regularly generates large sequences
of messages in each sending operation, since multiple preceding messages should be included in every
multicast.

Historical review. The first generation of causal multicast mechanisms was initiated by the CBCAST
protocol designed in the Isis project [12]. Its advantages and drawbacks have already been described.

A logical consecutive step in this evolution was the design of a mechanism that still preserves some
notion of the causal history in each multicast message, but without requiring the inclusion of entire past
messages in such sendings. Psync’s conversations [48] provided a first solution in this line. It consisted in
including only the identifiers of precedent messages, but not their contents. A similar solution was used in
[33] for labelling client-ordered operations in their lazy replication proposal.

In both cases, the size of sent messages is reduced. However, this came at a cost: when causally-
precedent messages are included in a multicast, its delivery does not demand any additional delay (i.e., it
is non-blocking); on the other hand, if those precedent messages are not included and at least one of them
has not been received yet, delivery is temporarily blocked. As a result, these identifier-based multicasts
introduced blocking delivery. Those solutions were generalised with the introduction of vector clocks.

Alternatively, for point-to-point communication, Mattern and Fünfrocken [40] prove that historical
information is not needed at all when the communication channels being used are synchronous. With this,
precedent messages need not be included in the messages being sent, minimising the size of those messages.
However, synchronous communication means that the sender cannot put any subsequent message in a
communication channel until the receiver has acknowledged the reception of the current message. Using
both sending and receiving buffers at both communication ends, synchronous communication is able to
emulate a non-blocking behaviour for the senders. In spite of this, the overall communication performance
is much worse than using vector clocks, to be described in the next section.

3.2 Vector Clocks
Vector clocks [22, 39] consist of as many entries as processes compose the system. They assume that those
processes use natural numbers as their identifiers. So, in a process p each vector slot k maintains as its
value the number of messages sent by process k known by process p.

Vector clocks can be considered as an adaptation of the version vectors proposed in [46] as a means to
detect inconsistencies in distributed file systems. Indeed, version vectors maintain the number of updates
applied by each node to a given file or set of files, while vector clocks hold the number of messages sent
by each node. So, in both cases the vectors maintain the set of relevant events (either updates or message
sendings) applied by each system node.

In the regular causal multicast protocols based on vector clocks, each process maintains a vector clock
VC with as many components as processes exist in the system. Such clock entries are updated according
to the rules from [13]:

• Each time a message m is multicast by pi, it is tagged with the local vector clock of its sender (i.e.,
VCm :=VCpi ), once such vector clock has increased its local entry (i.e., VCpi [i] :=VCpi [i]+1).

• When m is received by p j, it is checked whether entry i (the sender’s one) in the message vector clock
is one unit greater than the value of this same entry in p j’s clock, and all other entries are greater or
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P1

P2

P3

P4

m1

m2

m3

m4

[0,0,0,0]

[0,0,0,0]

[0,0,0,0]

[0,0,0,0]

[1,0,0,0]

[1,0,1,0]

[1,1,1,0]

[2,0,0,0]

[2,1,1,0]

[2,1,1,0]

[2,1,1,0]

[2,1,1,0]

Figure 5: Execution Ex1 managed with vector clocks.

equal in p j’s clock than in the message clock; i.e., the following should be respected:

VCm[i] =VCp j [i]+1

and, assuming that n is the system size, ∀k ∈ {1..n} : k 6= i

VCm[k]≤VCp j [k]

This implies that all causally preceding messages to m already sent by other group members have
already been delivered in this receiving process.

This means that the message is buffered and not yet delivered as long as these conditions are not
satisfied. When p j delivers m, it also increases the local entry belonging to pi (i.e., VCp j [i] :=
VCm[i]).

Let us consider now the example Ex1 previously shown in Fig. 2, discussing the vector clocks assigned
by each process to each of the relevant events of that execution (see Fig. 5):

1. The system is composed of four processes, so all vector clocks are initialised to [0,0,0,0].

2. The first event is the multicast of message m1 by p1. So, p1 sets its vector clock to [1,0,0,0] and m1
also gets that timestamp.

3. Once such message is received, all processes verify that the delivery conditions are satisfied (i.e., the
sender slot in the message is one unit greater than the same slot in the receiver’s clock). Therefore,
these processes deliver immediately m1 and update their own clock to [1,0,0,0].

4. Later, p3 multicasts m2 and to this end it sets its clock to [1,0,1,0]. Message m2 is also timestamped
with that value.

5. When m2 is received, p1, p2 and p3 already had a value greater than 0 in the first slot. So, they
deliver m2 without blocking. On the other hand, p4 still had value [0,0,0,0]. So, it maintains m2 in
its receiving buffer until m1 is delivered. As a result of m2’s delivery, p2, p3 and p4 set their clock to
[1,0,1,0], whilst p1 sets it to [2,0,1,0] since it has previously multicast message m4 as described in
step 7.

6. Later, p2 multicasts m3 tagged with [1,1,1,0]. Such message is delivered in p2 and p3 without any
problems, setting p3’s clock to [1,1,1,0], too.

When m3 is received by p1, p1 still has a clock [1,0,0,0]. So, it is unable to deliver it, since its third
slot should have value 1 in order to allow such delivery. This only happens once p1 has multicast m4
and received m2, a bit later.
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On the other hand, p4 receives m3 once it has already delivered m4. There is no blocking in the
delivery of that pair of messages since they are concurrent (VCm3 = [1,1,1,0] and VCm4 = [2,0,0,0])
and p4’s clock ([1,0,1,0]) allows the delivery of any of them, since it maintains a sender’s slot value
one unit lower than that carried in the message and the other slot values are greater or equal than
those included in such message.

7. Finally, p1 sends m4 with timestamp [2,0,0,0]. Later it receives and delivers m2, setting its clock to
[2,0,1,0] and enabling the delivery of m3 (updating p1’s clock to [2,1,1,0]) and m4.

A bit later, p2, p3 and p4 are able to deliver m4 without problems. All processes terminate with a
vector clock with value [2,1,1,0].

This technique has managed execution Ex1 as initially described at the end of Section 2. Note that
m2 ‖ m4 and m3 ‖ m4 since their pairs of vector clocks are incomparable1 (i.e., in a per-slot comparison,
not all the slots in a vector are lower than or equal to those in the other vector): VCm2 = [1,0,1,0], VCm3 =
[1,1,1,0] and VCm4 = [2,0,0,0]. On the other hand, m1 → m2 and m2 → m3, since VCm1 = [1,0,0,0] <
VCm2 = [1,0,1,0] < VCm3 = [1,1,1,0].

Advantages. Vector clocks are able to ensure that VC(a) <VC(b)⇒ a→ b, whilst the original logical
clocks cannot ensure such property. However, the rules to compare clocks are also more complex. Because
of this, all causal dependencies among multicast messages can be easily tracked with vector clocks. This
removes the need of including the causally precedent messages in each multicast. As a result, message
sizes are compacted and scalability on size is improved.

Drawbacks. Unfortunately, the non-blocking behaviour of the previous family of protocols has been
lost in this case. When a message is dropped or when the routing being used leads to unordered reception,
messages are prevented from being delivered until the missed messages are appropriately re-sent, received
and delivered. As a result, these protocols may block message delivery in some cases.

Moreover, although message size has been reduced, vector clock size still depends on the amount of
processes that compose the system where such messages are multicast. Note also that this multicast service
is commonly used by highly available applications that will exist for a long time. Thus, the vector clock
slots need to hold long integer numbers. If there are a lot of processes, vector clocks will still be very large,
and this might again compromise the scalability of this service. So, in order to be highly scalable, a system
that plans to use a causal multicast service based on vector clocks should consider the size of those clocks
to be included in each multicast message; e.g., with vector slots of b bits in a system with n processes,
we are adding a “tail” of (b ∗ n/8) bytes to each multicast message. For instance, in a system with 200
processes, with vector slots of 32 bits, this adds 800 bytes of content to each message. This could be a
non-negligible communication overhead for a scalable service. However, replicated services seldom use
as many replicas. When they need to maintain a lot of context or data, they partition such data and each
fragment is managed by a disjoint set of replicas, using sharding [61]. So, typical data replica cardinality
seldom exceeds 10 replicas and this only introduces an overhead of 40 bytes per message in this example.

Historical review. The first protocols developed for the vector-clock-based approach [13] (anticipated
in [55, 52], though for point-to-point communication instead of multicasts) turned out to be efficient and
scaled better than those of the previous generation. Most existing GCSs use causal multicast protocols of
this kind (Transis [6], Spread [5], JGroups [10],...).

Other subsequent proposals are based on this kind of causal history information and address other
important issues. For instance, Schiper and Pedone [56] propose a protocol for open groups. In open
groups [19], not only the members of the system group can multicast messages to its members, but any
other process can. Most of the surveyed multicast protocols were intended for closed groups where only
group members are able to multicast messages, compelling external clients to forward their messages to
any internal process that later multicasts each message.

Almeida et al [3] propose a mechanism for bounding the size of the elements being used in version
vectors. It is intended for point-to-point communication and demands the transmission of a short list of
previous versions. So, it still combines the usage of vector versions (that are locally maintained in this

1Vector clocks are compared as follows:
VC(a)≤VC(b) iff ∀i, i ∈ {1..n} : VC(a)[i]≤VC(b)[i], and
VC(a)<VC(b) iff VC(a)≤VC(b)∧∃i : VC(a)[i]<VC(b)[i]
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P1

P2

P3

P4

m1

m2

[5,2,19,3]

{(3,20)}

{(1,10),(4,2)}

m3

{(1,10),(3,22)}

m4
{(1,10),(3,23)}

Figure 6: Execution Ex3 with compacted clocks (unicast messages).

approach) with the transmission of some historical information in the messages being sent. With this, each
node is able to prune the “history” being maintained in each one of the version vector components. Because
of this, the values being used in those vector slots can be bounded and restarted soon, limiting them to a
moderate size (e.g., in a system with N nodes, the upper bound can be set to N2). This approach is able to
remove the last drawback identified above although some adaptation is still needed for applying it to vector
clocks, since it needs a thorough revision of the vector comparison operator when vector slots assume a
numerical domain.

3.3 Compaction Approach
The vector compaction approach tries to minimise the size of the vector clocks being transferred in each
multicast. To this end, only those slots that have changed and are still unknown for the receiving processes
are included in the message timestamp. But there are two different mechanisms able to decide which slots
need to be included: one for general causal communication [58] (i.e., point-to-point sendings), and another
specific to multicast-based communication [13].

Let us start describing the general approach [58] intended for point-to-point communication. Each
process pi should maintain two additional vector clocks, named LUpi –last update– and LSpi –last sent–,
besides VCpi as explained above. The LUpi [ j] holds the value of VCpi [i] when pi last updated its component
j. In other words, to remember the state of pi when it delivered the last message from p j. On the other
hand, LSpi [ j] maintains the value of VCpi [i] when pi sent its last message to p j. Finally, when pi sends a
new message to p j it only needs to transfer the entries VCpi [k] (with k 6= j) such that LSpi [ j]< LUpi [k]; i.e.,
it should propagate the sequence of pairs 〈k,VCpi [k]〉 that comply with such condition.

Let us illustrate how this compaction works with the example shown in Fig. 6 of a system with four
processes. To this end, our description is focused on the state managed by process p3. Its state when such
execution fragment starts is:

Index VCp3 LUp3 LSp3

1 5 17 16
2 2 10 18
3 19 19 –
4 3 8 15

To begin with, p3 sends a causal message m1 to p2. So, it checks whether LSp3 [2] (whose value is 18)
is lower than the LUp3 [k] values for k ∈ {1,3,4}. Only its own slot satisfies such condition, so m1 only
receives {(3,20)} as its timestamp. As a result, the updated p3’s state is:

Index VCp3 LUp3 LSp3

1 5 17 16
2 2 10 20
3 20 20 –
4 3 8 15
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Then, process p1 sends m2 to p3 with timestamp {(1,10),(4,2)}. So, p3 delivers m2 and updates its
state as follows:

Index VCp3 LUp3 LSp3

1 10 21 16
2 2 10 20
3 21 21 –
4 3 8 15

Note that VCp3 [4] has not been updated, since its value was already greater than that propagated in m2’s
timestamp.

Later, p3 sends m3 to p4. It checks whether LSp3 [4] (with value 15) is lower than the LUp3 [k] values for
k ∈ {1,2,3}. The slots from p1 and p3 satisfy such condition, so m3 uses {(1,10),(3,22)} as its timestamp.
As a result, the updated p3’s state is:

Index VCp3 LUp3 LSp3

1 10 21 16
2 2 10 20
3 22 22 –
4 3 8 22

The same happens when p3 sends m4 to p2. The timestamp for m4 is {(1,10),(3,23)} and the final
state matrix is:

Index VCp3 LUp3 LSp3

1 10 21 16
2 2 10 23
3 23 23 –
4 3 8 22

The compaction approach has not achieved impressive results in this execution because there are only
a few processes in the assumed system. However, in a system like this with only four processes, only two
bits are needed to maintain the process identifier. So, if the regular slot length is that of an integer (32 or
64 bits), the benefits of this compaction solution are clear.

In case of using only causal multicasts, the LSpi vector clock will not be needed since all its entries will
hold the value VCpi [i]−1. On the other hand, the LUpi [ j] entries maintain in this case the value of VCpi [i]
when p j multicast was delivered in pi. This allows a trivial optimisation: instead of maintaining such LUpi

vector clock, pi only needs to recall the value of its VCpi clock when it multicast its last message (let us
name it as LMpi ), and pi only needs to transfer those entries k 6= i such that LMpi [k] < VCpi [k]. So, this
compacting approach is equivalent to the one described by Birman et al [13] that is outlined at the end of
this section.

Applying such compaction to the Ex1 execution previously depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5, and assuming
that all processes initialise their vector clocks to [0,0,0,0], the Ex1’s compacted version is shown in Fig. 7.

Advantages. The described compaction approach makes sense when the set of processes that multicast
messages in a given group is localised; i.e., not all group members attain the same sending rates and many
of them hardly send any message, at least at times. Thus, the processes that multicast more frequently will
be able to compact a lot the vector clocks associated to their messages.

Assuming that n is the number of system processes, b is the number of bits needed to maintain a
sequence number (i.e., the value of a vector clock entry), m is the number of bits needed to maintain a
process identifier, and k is the proportion of clock entries that need to be propagated in each multicast, this
technique is convenient when [58]: k < n∗b

m+b . Note that n ∗ b is the size of a non-compacted vector clock
and m+ b is the size of a compacted entry that needs to be propagated. This expression is easily held in
most systems, as proven by Chandra et al [15].

Finally, although it was initially presented as a technique to improve scalability, it is able to provide
important bandwidth saves even in systems that consist of a not so large number of processes (e.g., the
performance analysis given in [15] does only consider systems with less than 100 processes).
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[2,1,1,0]

[2,1,1,0]

[2,1,1,0]

[2,1,1,0]

Figure 7: Execution Ex1 with compacted clocks (bcast messages).

Drawbacks. In the general case, the usage of the described compaction approach reduces the needed
bandwidth. However, this does not come for free since each process needs to maintain an additional copy
of its vector clock. Nevertheless, that is a negligible space since the same amount of memory is added in
every message when this compaction technique is not used.

Note that the compaction mechanism for point-to-point communication has only been described for
completeness. Contrarily to what it suggests, the management of the multicast-oriented compaction ap-
proach is easy. Indeed, the slots to be transmitted may be progressively appended to a list as soon as any
change arises. As a result, the computing overhead being introduced for managing these compacted vector
clocks in the sender process directly depends on the rate of vector changes. So, that overhead is determined
by the multicast traffic being originated by the other group members.

Historical review. As already indicated, the main problem of this new generation of protocols was the
length of the vector clocks. A first solution was already presented by Birman et al [13]: it consisted in com-
pacting clocks by recording only incremental changes. More precisely, for each new multicast message,
each sender only sets those vector slots that have changed since its last multicast message. However, the
reduction being achieved depends on the message transmission rate from each sender and on the number
of system processes. Thus, other compacting approaches were due.

Inspired in the compacting approach from [13], a more general compacting solution was proposed by
Singhal and Kshemkalyani [58]. It was later refined and formalised in [51, 31]. The degree of compaction
of these solutions was evaluated in [15]. That evaluation showed that, in all analysed scenarios, the solution
in [58] can avoid any penalty of additional space requirements, and that, in an optimal scenario, it is able
to reduce the vector length to only 8% of its original size. In [49], the compacted causal clock information
is propagated in (sometimes separate) light control messages (LCM). The performance evaluation given in
that paper also proves that these mechanisms are able to enhance scalability.

Another compacting solution was described by Mostéfaoui and Raynal [43]. Although that solution
was focused on the particular case of multiple groups that share some of their processes, it essentially used
the same key ideas described above. It was able to manage multicasts to multiple groups using a single
vector clock, with as many entries as groups. This is cheaper than the solutions given in [13, 60], but
sometimes it also needs resynchronisation messages. In some way, this can also be seen as a precursor of
the subgroup interconnection technique.

3.4 Interconnection Approach
In an interconnection scenario [21, 4], we assume that there are multiple subgroups that already have an
internal causal multicast service. At least one process in each subgroup is chosen as its interconnection
server (IS). The IS runs an interconnection protocol, ensuring that all messages initially multicast in its lo-
cal subgroup are eventually delivered in all other interconnected subgroups. Analogously, all the messages
multicast in remote subgroups are also eventually delivered in the local subgroup. Note that the IS provides
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a regular application process interface to its local multicast service; i.e., it must not interfere with the local
multicast protocol execution.

Causal separators [54] provide the basis to implement this kind of interconnection protocols, since they
isolate each subgroup as a different causal zone. The fact that causal history does not need to be forwarded
to other subgroups was proven by Rodrigues and Verı́ssimo [53]. The resulting interconnection protocol
only needs either a FIFO transmission of the messages [27] when the interconnection servers are paired,
or an independent (i.e., not related in any way to the internal multicast protocols used in the subgroups)
causal multicast protocol executed by the set of all interconnection servers [9].

Although the complete proofs can be found in the cited papers, their justification is intuitive. Let us
assume that our system S consists in the interconnection of k subgroups Si (1≤ i≤ k). Let prec(m) be the
set of messages that causally precede message m. Let IS(Si) be the interconnection server of subgroup Si.
Message m only needs to carry as its causal history some subset of prec(m), and it is easy to argue that
this subset is empty. Without loss of generality, let us assume that m was initially multicast in S1. For each
m′ in prec(m), m′ was delivered to IS(S1) before m, since m′ → m. Thus, IS(S1) was able to propagate
m′ to all other Si (i 6= 1) before m was propagated, since IS processes use FIFO channels [27] or a causal
interconnection protocol [9] for message propagation. As a result, all messages in prec(m) have been
transferred and remulticast in each subgroup Si before m is propagated. Since each message in prec(m) has
been remulticast in each subgroup Si (i 6= 1) by the same IS(Si) process, all of them are causally related in
such subgroups (since they have all been sent by the same sender, and causal order implies FIFO order).
Thus, they should and will be delivered in their remulticast order. This eliminates the need of any causal
history in the interconnection protocol.

Advantages. The first advantage of an interconnection solution is that it limits the scope of the causal
history needed for implementing causal delivery. It is only used internally, in each subgroup. This guaran-
tees that the size of such causal history is always kept small and does not depend on the overall size of the
complete system. So, that facilitates the scalability of the causal multicast service.

Interconnection protocols allow [27] that a particular sender chooses either to multicast a message to
its local subgroup or to the entire system.

Usually, each one of the interconnected subgroups has internal access to a very fast computer network,
whilst the links used for implementing the interconnection have limited bandwidth [54]. Compared with
deploying a single causal multicast protocol among all processes, the interconnection approach minimises
the number of packets needed for implementing the multicast service through these links with limited
bandwidth. Recall that the interconnection protocol only requires either a FIFO or a causal communication
among the interconnection servers of each connected subgroup, and that only requires a single message
to be communicated for each multicast message. Without an interconnection solution, the sender would
have to emit multiple point-to-point messages, one for each receiver, and this could require that those
inter-subgroup links were traversed multiple times for a given multicast. Thus, without interconnection the
overall delivery delay would increase, since such low-bandwidth links will be easily saturated.

Finally, the interconnection approach seems to be the ideal candidate for dealing with dynamic dis-
tributed systems, i.e., those that may have a highly variable membership [44]. Note that the modularity
of this approach allows that each interconnected subgroup may use internally any reliable causal multicast
protocol. So, the implementation of such intra-subgroup protocols is not concerned with the global system
membership. Additionally, some of the surveyed papers have shown that intra-subgroup protocols may also
not depend on its own membership (e.g., the protocols [29] based on GPS modules for achieving a physical
clock synchronisation, thus ensuring causal delivery by timestamping messages). As a result, that kind of
solutions is able to easily deal with dynamic systems, ensuring thus an acceptable level of scalability for
modern applications.

Drawbacks. Although an interconnection server introduces a short forwarding step, some papers (e.g.,
[49]) criticise that such application-level processing introduces a delay that might not be affordable by
all kinds of applications. For instance, media stream multicasting should comply with soft real-time con-
straints and demand specific causal multicast protocols that tolerate message losses [63, 8, 11].

Kalantar and Birman [28] report a similar problem that is not specific of interconnected subgroups,
since it also arises in any kind of overlapping groups: the convoy phenomenon. Processes that belong
to more than one group (as the interconnection servers) introduce, at times, delays that generate a bursty
propagation behaviour. Since they act as “bridges” between subgroups and multicasts follow a specific
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order (causal in this case), when any message cannot be propagated (due to the temporary loss of a preced-
ing message or because of a missed acknowledgement that might compromise the agreement in reliable
multicast delivery) some subsequent messages get blocked until such propagation is resumed. If messages
should cross multiple subgroups in order to get delivered (as it happens in a hierarchical structure with more
than two layers), these delays in one of the propagation servers originate further delays in the remaining
servers of that path, causing a bursty propagation that compromises scalability.

The solution to that problem has been already advanced in previous sections. Since the convoy phe-
nomenon is caused by a pause in forwarding processes, we could use any of the available mechanisms
for avoiding pauses. In the common case, a forwarding pause is caused by a missed precedent message.
So, we could use any of the first generation protocols that include precedent messages in order to avoid
such situations. System architecture should take this into account, using small subgroups that might only
accumulate a few precedent messages in each multicast.

If failures arise, the reconfiguration and recovery of the system could need a non-negligible time if any
of the interconnection servers has crashed. In such case, another server process should be chosen in that
affected subgroup and its identity should be reported to all other subgroups.

Applications demanding a strong consistency among their component replicas usually require a global
view management, even when those replicas are placed in different interconnected subgroups. The existing
interconnecting protocols have not been designed considering a global view management. Fortunately,
reliable causal multicast provides a basis for supporting causal consistency, and this consistency model
cannot be qualified as strong; so such global view management will not be a problem in the general case.

Historical review. Meldal et al [41] proposed different ways for compacting the vector clocks used in
static multi-centre topologies. They proved that when all subgroup interconnection channels are known
in advance, vector clocks can be highly compacted. They also specified general rules to accomplish such
compaction and showed that several topologies (e.g., a star) are able to generate minimal clock-related
information, whilst others (e.g., a ring) cannot reduce it at all.

Such rules were used by Adly and Nagi [1], where a hierarchical topology was proposed, compacting
the used vector clocks and enhancing thus its scalability.

This solution was further improved by Rodrigues and Verı́ssimo [54] by the introduction of the causal
separator concept. Causal separators act as communication gateways, forwarding the messages transmitted
among two or more subgroups, named causal zones. Any causal history information (e.g., vector clocks)
used in each causal zone does not need to be known by the processes belonging to other causal zones. As
a result, a system consisting of many processes could be divided into multiple causal zones with several
causal separators. Hence, the size of the vector clocks managed by each process could be reduced, making
thus practical the usage of the causal protocols described already in Section 3.2, since the causal history
overhead may become negligible with an appropriate system division. Finally, [54] also show that FIFO
point-to-point communication is enough for interconnecting causal zones.

The usage of causal separators was later refined by Baldoni et al [9]. The latter limited the number
of causal separators in a given causal zone to be a single one, its causal server. In order to interconnect
the causal servers of multiple groups, a regular causal multicast protocol should be used. This generates a
hierarchical structure named daisy architecture [9].

This was the first example of a new scalability approach known as (non-intrusive) subgroup intercon-
nection [21]. The best property of an interconnecting solution is that the interconnected subgroups may
internally use the protocol of their choice that provides a suitable semantics (reliable causal delivery in the
context of this paper, but subgroup interconnection can also be applied to other kinds of ordered delivery).
There should exist an interconnecting protocol that is compatible with the same semantics, but it does not
depend on the protocols being internally used in each subgroup. Although the protocols described in [54]
were already able to ensure this property, Baldoni et al [9] were the first to explicitly state it.

Other papers presenting other interconnection solutions were published later. For instance, Johnson
et al [27] describe solutions to interconnect causal and total-order multicast protocols.

Causal interconnection protocols only demanded reliable FIFO communication when two subgroups
are interconnected, and also the avoidance of interconnection cycles when more than two subgroups are
managed [27, Theorem 7]. In a similar way, Meldal et al [41] proved that the amount of clock-related
information to be included in multicast messages can be reduced if the connecting paths are acyclic; also
Stephenson [60] and Mostéfaoui and Raynal [43] proved that acyclicity is needed. On the other hand,
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when total-order interconnection is intended, [60, 43] show that an intrusive interconnecting protocol is
necessary; i.e., a multicast message cannot be locally delivered in the sending subgroup until the forwarder
process has propagated the message and a global total order has been decided. Formal proofs of the
impossibility of achieving total-order interconnection in a non-intrusive way were later given by Laumay
et al [35] and Álvarez et al [4].

An alternative kind of interconnecting technique that also illustrates its modularity is described by
Kawanami et al [29, 30, 45]. This approach does not use inside each interconnected subgroup any of the
techniques previously presented in this paper, but a simple algorithm based on physical timestamping. To
this end, it timestamps all multicast messages with the local clock of its sender process. This requires a
physical clock synchronisation, which can be achieved using GPS modules in the host computers. Prakash
and Baldoni [50] state that such level of physical synchronisation is sufficient. In order to implement
the interconnection, a regular vector clock-based protocol is used by Kawanami et al [29], whilst the
approaches in the other two papers either work with nothing but the original Lamport clocks [45], or
those clocks combined with the physical timestamp used in the sender subgroup [30].

The interconnection modularity enables the protocols to be appropriately tailored and optimised with
regard to the particularities of each system. Thus, if an intra-subgroup local network has high bandwidth
and low delays, as in the cloud infrastructures mentioned by Matos et al [38] as a federation of data
centres, then its performance can be very high, tolerating high internal message multicast rates. However,
inter-subgroup channels do not provide high bandwidth. So, having a single interconnecting server per
subgroup may become a bottleneck that limits the overall scalability. To overcome this limitation, multiple
servers per subgroup could be deployed, thus setting multiple interconnecting channels between each pair
of subgroups. That option has been analysed by de Juan-Marı́n et al [18], involving a simple subprotocol
that ensures an overall FIFO order among all interconnection channels for each pair of interconnected
subgroups, increasing thus the interconnection bandwidth.

4 Discussion
In order to sum up, Table 1 depicts the main characteristics of each presented solution. The multicasting
mechanisms shown in that table are: First Generation, Vector Clocks, Compaction Approach and Intercon-
nection Approach.

The characteristics being considered in such table rows are:

Causal History. It refers to how the solution ensures causal order. The possible values are: inclusion of
causal precedent messages, vector clocks or compacted vector clocks.

Structure. This highlights whether the solution should have a logical structure of processes or not. This
might introduce some overhead in case of failures, since such structure needs to be (partially) rebuilt
when some processes fail.

Advantages. They can be: non-blocking delivery (Non-blck), or usage of small messages (Msg size) due
to a minimisation of the causal history information being appended to each message.

Drawbacks. Different drawbacks are considered: usage of large messages (big msg), and blocking be-
haviour (blocking).

The interconnection approach need not be blocking, since it may use in each subgroup any causal
history format, even causally precedent messages. Moreover, the interconnecting protocol need not
transfer any causal history. Regarding internal message size, interconnected subgroups may use small
messages when a non-blocking alternative is chosen. This is achieved selecting a small subgroups
size, minimising thus the amount of precedent messages in each multicast.

Regarding adaptability to varying workloads, the interconnection approach is the best option since it
does not demand any global membership management. View management is accomplished in each sub-
group. This allows a precise implementation with negligible overhead, since all the internal communication
channels will provide similar delays and bandwidth, using a fast network in most cases. Workload varia-
tions are easily managed, even when a lot of servers are involved in the scaling out actions. To this end,
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Multicasting Approaches
First Vector Compact. Intercon.

generat. clocks approach approach

Causal precedent vector compact
history messages clocks clocks

any

Structure no no no yes
Advantages non-blck – msg size msg size
Drawbacks big msg blocking blocking –

Table 1: Characteristics summary.

administrators do only require an appropriate subgroup deployment, removing or adding entire subgroups
to the current system when needed.

For each causal multicast mechanism, the following list identifies the requirements of the applications
for which the respective mechanism could be used:

1. First generation: Applications that need a non-blocking delivery of messages and are able to tolerate
large messages (e.g., deployed in high-bandwidth networks).

2. Vector clocks: Applications that tolerate blocking delivery and are interested in small messages (e.g.,
low-end LANs and WANs), with low scaling-out needs.

3. Compaction: Applications that tolerate blocking delivery and are interested in the smallest messages
(e.g., when deployed in WANs), with low scaling-out needs.

4. Interconnection: Applications with small message size on average and moderate-to-high scaling-out
needs, that can be deployed on modular sets of processes.

Causal multicasts support causal consistency. Causal consistency implemented through an interconnection-
based causal multicast protocol may support eventual consistency [47], dealing with the limitations im-
posed by the CAP theorem [24] since causal consistency is partition-tolerant and it does not compromise
service continuity (i.e., availability). Each causal subgroup may be deployed in a different data centre and
the interconnection protocol implicitly implements the update propagation tasks needed in order to reach a
convergent state once a network partition has been repaired.

5 Conclusions
We have historically surveyed several mechanisms used for implementing reliable causal multicast. The
first protocols included in each multicast message its own causal history; i.e., a set of precedent messages
not yet delivered in all system processes. Thus, the causal order could be enforced in all receivers. That
was simplified when vector clocks were introduced, reducing the size of the multicast messages. Some
amount of causal information (the vector clocks themselves) is still kept, in proportion of the system size.
In order to improve the scalability of these protocols, some kind of vector clock compaction mechanism
may be used. We have found two types of compaction. The first only transmits the vector entries that have
been modified since the last message multicast by the same sender. The second uses the interconnection
principle in order to manage vector clocks only inside each subsystem. Thus, the vector size only depends
on the amount of processes in each subsystem but not on the global system size. These approaches can be
easily combined, for enabling reliable message multicasts in large systems and for facilitating the use of
causal consistency in scalable applications. When causal consistency is combined with lazy propagation,
eventual consistency is achieved. This further improves the scalability of replicated services.
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